
65 years ago this week a generation
risked everything to defeat fascism.

Now it is our turn.
They risked their lives. All we have 

to do is vote on Thursday 4 June.
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LEST WE
FORGET

There is no lie too 
big for the BNP

The HOPE not hate campaign
is leading the fight against the
BNP. It has mobilised
celebrities, trade unionists,
community groups and even

the Daily Mirror. We have
local groups across the

country and a supporter
base of tens of thousands.

So, if you want to stop the BNP from
winning seats in the European elections then
we would urge you to
join the HOPE not hate
campaign and get
involved. 
If you want more information contact
cathy@stopthebnp.org.uk or ring 
020 7681 8660.

Together we can beat the
BNP on 4 June

Join the campaign for HOPE

Sign up and get involved
Or sign up online at www.hopenothate.org.uk

I would like to support the HOPE not hate campaign

I am interested in setting up a HOPE not hate group in my area

I would like to make a donation of  to the campaign
("payable to HOPE not hate"). 

Name

Email

Address

Postcode

Return to:  HOPE not hate, PO Box 1576 Ilford IG5 0NG

The BNP will say and do anything
to win your votes, even if it 
means making things up.

Many of you will have received a
BNP leaflet through the post.
Nothing is quite what it seems. 
The leaflet is packed full of lies and
fake photos.

FAKE ONE 
The three British workers
are in fact American
models. 

FAKE TWO
The elderly couple who
seem to be promoting the
BNP are in fact Italian and are
horrified to be on the leaflet.
The doctor and mother also turned out to be fake.

FAKE THREE 
The soldier who appears to be
endorsing the BNP was horrified to
see his picture being used. He rang
the BNP to complain and they told
him to “f**k off”.

He said: “They are scumbags and I
would never vote for them in a
million years.”

FAKE FOUR 
The BNP used an image of a Spitfire to boost its British
credentials. The plane pictured was in fact from a Polish
squadron, foreign fighters whom the BNP opposed.

British Jobs for

US models?

THEY ARE
SCUMBAGS 

AND I’D NEVER
VOTE FOR 
THEM IN A

MILLION YEARS

The Fakers



SIXTY-FIVE YEARS AGO this week hundreds of
thousands of soldiers and sailors set sail for
France in a bid to rid Europe of the Nazis. 
We take our freedom for granted but it was only
achieved through the blood, bravery and
commitment of millions of British, American and
Commonwealth soldiers. We owe that
generation so much.
Now we face our own D-Day and that is a fight
to keep the BNP out of the European Parliament.
The BNP is a racist and fascist party. Its leaders
defended Hitler and believe we should not have
gone to war with Germany. It insults the war
generation by saying that the Holocaust did not
happen and the gas chambers were built by
British soldiers after the war. Today, it says that
black and Asian people can never be British.
It is absolutely vital that everyone votes in 
these elections. 
Our politicians have let every person in Britain
down. Lots of people are considering staying at
home and abstaining to show their anger.
People are right to be angry, but if the
mainstream majority stay at home then the BNP
will sneak in through the back door.
In these elections every vote counts. 
Wherever you live, your vote can make a
difference. On Thursday 4 June it is our chance
to defeat fascism.

Vote on Thursday 4 June
to keep fascism out

Our D-Day BNP:Traitors to our country

Winston Churchill led us to
victory over Hitler. BNP head

of publicity Mark Collett
(pictured right) recently 

said: “Churchill was a

f**king c**t who led us 

into a pointless war with

other whites [ie the Nazis]

standing up for their race.”

Private Johnson Beharry received
the Victoria Cross saving the lives
of 30 comrades in Iraq. The BNP
dismissed him as “an immigrant”

who only received his medal for
doing something “routine”.

Nick Griffin, the BNP leader, admires Hitler. 

“At 13, I read Mein Kampf [Hitler’s
autobiography], making notes in the
margins. The chapter I most enjoyed was
the one on propaganda and organisation. 
There were some really useful ideas there.”

The NHS survives because of the
contribution of black and Asian

doctors and nurses. The BNP’s racist
policies would destroy the NHS.

THE BRITISH NATIONAL PARTY claims to be
standing up for Britain but nothing could be
further from the truth. Its leaders opposed fighting
Hiter’s Nazis during the Second World War, have
refused to support the English football team and
claim that no Asian or black person, even if they are
second or third generation, can ever be British.

At a recent World Cup, the BNP refused
to support the England football team

because it had black players. The BNP
does not believe that any black or
Asian person can ever be British.

Nick Griffin branded 
the brave Gurkhas

“mercenaries” who should
not be allowed to come and

live in Britain.

Nick Griffin denies the Holocaust took
place. In 2006 he told the Mail on
Sunday: “It’s well known that the

chimneys from the gas chambers at

Auschwitz are fake, built after the war

ended.”


